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Unable to Switch from Global to Admin Editing Toolbar

Status
 Closed

Subject
Unable to Switch from Global to Admin Editing Toolbar

Version
15.x
16.x
17.x

Category
Consistency

Feature
Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
John Morris

Lastmod by
John Morris

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Firstly, this bug is being submitted assuming I am operating the editing interface correctly.
The main issue is, when configuring the editor tool bar at tiki-admin_toolbars.php there is a drop
down menu for Global, Admin, Articles, Wiki Pages.
I have always assumed that when for example, I choose "Admin" from the drop down menu and I
click on load to load the admin tool bar, while the "View Mode" is set to "Wiki and Wysiwgy" and if I
assign specific tools to the editing tool bar while in the "Admin" preview, and click on save, then I
should be able to see a different tool bar other than what a "Global" user would see in both the Wiki
and Wysiwyg toolbar.
This would allow me as an Admin to have the ability to use the "code" or source feature, but on the
Global tool bar, the "code" or source feature would not be available to non admin users.
Assuming I am correct in how I see this should work:

After customizing the tool bars for Global, and Admin while in "View Mode" for Wiki and Wysiwyg,
and when I go to edit a page as an Admin using the syntax tool bar, I do not see the Admin tool bar,
I can only see the Global assigned tool bar. Since Tiki15 (I never used Tiki12) I have never been able
to have the option of using different tool bars as assigned at tiki-admin_toolbars.php

A show instance will be created to demo this bug.

Solution
Moving to "Wishes".

Workaround

https://dev.tiki.org/item6396-Unable-to-Switch-from-Global-to-Admin-Editing-Toolbar
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None. Moving this to"Wishes".

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tiki.org
SVN update

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
6396

Created
Saturday 15 July, 2017 13:49:05 GMT-0000
by John Morris

LastModif
Monday 17 July, 2017 15:13:16 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 15 Jul 17 14:35 GMT-0000

Hi John
I think the Admin toolbar is for use in the admin pages, like on custom modules etc, not for the Admin
group, but it's an interesting idea, maybe add that as a wish instead? (if i understood you correctly)

John Morris 15 Jul 17 16:13 GMT-0000

You did Jonny, understand me correctly. So I completely understand now.
So yes, it would make a great wish, because I feel admins should have whatever tools they need on
the editor tool bar, that they may not wish the standard user to have, especially in an open wiki,
where we would not want casual users and editors to have access to a source code or html tool in the
editor bar, but as an admin, we want to have that tool readily available.
Thanks I'll put a wish in.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
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The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6396-Unable-to-Switch-from-Global-to-Admin-Editing-Toolbar

https://dev.tiki.org/item6396-Unable-to-Switch-from-Global-to-Admin-Editing-Toolbar
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